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elcome to the fourth Walker Chapel UMC Historic Cemetery Newsletter.
We are the teams that maintain, enhance, restore, research, and document our
historic treasure while planning for its expansion to meet our responsibilities
as a church in providing hallowed burial grounds for all in our community.

For new readers, on January 22, 2020, the full board of the Historic Affairs Landmark Review
Board met and gave concept approval to the design for the Historic Cemetery.
We have just received updated drawings from our designers. There have been some minor
changes, but all serve to improve the design and the space being created. We are firmly in the
construction documentation phase and our engineering designers will be moving forward
with the initial permit filing very soon. In parallel, we will be looking closer at columbaria options and James Wright will be taking on the critical task of reviewing General Contractors for
our selection.
With this forward movement we have great hopes that the temporary retaining wall shown
above will be gone by the next newsletter! It has served us well and is holding the hill from
slipping into the parking lot, but it is showing the strain as are we all with our times.
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Before getting into the details, a few words about our contractors.
Each member is a talented professional who brings to the table
their ideas, creativity, and warmth...Kelly Fleming the senior project manager from Moody Graham, Meredith Ver Steeg the project
designer from Moody Graham, and Ryan Beasley, project designer
from Langan for surveys and engineering. A team of equals led
by all and dedicated to bringing to Walker Chapel the vision first
shared among the congregation over 35 years ago.

As we completed the design phase of the project and moved into the construction documentation phase, the project scope went from being a single design task to being a multitude of cooperating tasks all active at the same time. The Chapel project team structure, discussed below, has been enhance to ensure constant attention to all aspects of the project.
CONSTRUCTION
James Wright has a firm vision on the timing and process by which the permits will be obtained, the process by which the GC will be selected, and the details of selecting the columbaria fabricator. James is the program team leader for the construction phase which spans the
construction documentation, permitting process, GC selection process, and actual construction. In this role he will work with our design firm and engineering firm and has the authority
to make decisions and direct their actions within the approved budget. Kelly Fleming and
Meredith Ver Steeg are our designers and they control the details of the design. They pass the
design and instructions to Ryan Beasley to be codified in his engineering materials. We look
to Ryan to identify opportunities for project acceleration and issues we need to address as the
design transitions to engineering. All four team members interface with the HALRB to smooth
the way to permitting and assists in peripheral planning.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Chris Hatcher has always executed the responsibilities of his position as Chair of the Board of
Trustees in managing the acceptance and dispensing of the Dorothy Glen Funds and in oversight of the business processes being followed by the project. As we enter construction, his
critical reading of the contractor’s liability and insurance provisions will be additionally important. He will be assisted by Christiane Roehler who directs the proper accounting for cemetery funds and reports on the status of the financial position of the cemetery to the Chapel
leadership. Like all of us, she has a programmatic interest in the HCP that transcends her fiduciary responsibilities. Chris and Christiane will work with Ruth Haubert, our bookkeeper, to
ensure clear, accurate, and detailed accounting for all budgets, funds, income and expenditures.
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Walker Chapel follows the historic property layout of a church with a “church yard” and a
“grave yard”. Jay Timmons, the new head of the emerging Vision and Facilities team, is moving forward to take leadership over Chapel property (church yard). His concerns include
handicap parking for Chapel attendees, the parking lot, and lawn area for Chapel activities
and gardens.
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...PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
The retaining wall along the driveway has been reserved for the Wall of Memories, a Chapel
property. The proceeds from that wall will give the Vision and facilities group the funding
they so desperately need for the monumental projects they face like the HVAC replacement
and painting of the Chapel and Steeple. As we get closer to construction, Jay may present requests for HCP construction addendums to cover needed work on the Chapel grounds. The
cemetery committee (grave yard) will work with the Vision and Facilities team on areas

of common interest such as removing the fire escape, painting the cemetery side of the
Admin building and replacing the roof and gutters over the Admin building window
wells.
CEMETERY OFFICE
Larry Danforth as Chair of the Cemetery Committee has built a cemetery database and with
assistance from Claudia Cox has been recording the details of gravesites and burials in the
main cemetery. This will lead to the opening of the main cemetery to new member burial licenses, the continued use of the Memorial Garden for member memorials and scatterings, and
the offering of new burial licenses for the columbaria and scattering garden to the community. This effort spans the updating of the cemetery Policies and Procedures Guide, the creation
of information materials, and the scheduling of presentations throughout the neighborhoods
that surround us. The Cemetery Committee membership will grow as volunteers come forth
to assist in networking with neighborhood groups, funeral homes, and other churches.
VISION & FAITH
As Pastor, Rev. Lynne Alley-Grant has achieved harmony over different viewpoints and
prayerfully lead us to the vision of what the cemetery means to all of us, our neighbors, and
the community. It is that spirit and faith that motivates us to serve the needs of those around
us and those in our care.

Feel free to interact with any team member if you have questions or
ideas. There is always room for volunteers, especially in the marketing, sales, and cemetery administration area and all of it can be done
from the safety of your home. We are always listening at

cemetery@walkerchapel.org

Now on to the design changes...
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The updated set of drawings received last week represented the consolidated
work of Moody Graham and Langan. The current target is our first submission to Arlington County for building permits. This initial submission is just
the starting point as Langan discusses the project with the permit office and
layers on additional detail. An important layer that will quickly follow will
contain the structural information for the retaining walls and the foundations
for the columbaria. Details that will include the placement of rebar, the size and strength of
the footings, and the drainage patterns to take water away from behind the walls. As soon as
this level of detail is documented, copies will be given to James Wright, our construction team
leader, to begin conversations with general contractors in preparation for a negotiated construction contract. His findings will be shared with the HCP team and a recommendation formulated for consideration and approval by the Board of Trustees and Chapel Council.

BURIAL SITES
We have been looking forward to opening the cemetery to new burial
licenses. The columbaria will become available once the final design and
layout has been established with the yet-to-be selected columbaria firm.
Over the past year every gravesite in the main cemetery was probed
with mixed results. There are many layers of soil, sand, and rock complicated by disturbed and undisturbed earth. The inconsistent use of vaults
and shields with the passage of time, the prevalence of unmarked graves,
and the movement of markers from their original positions makes confirmation by probe inconclusive. We are currently researching the use of ground penetrating radar and experts to analyze the results. GPR has been used in cemeteries with good results. We will pass the information along as it becomes available.
AT THE CORNER
In the corner of the hill where the steps rise up from the parking
lot there is an area with a curved bench facing a stone wall. Our
designers have removed the wall and replaced it with a continuation of the iron railing. This will give us an unrestricted view of
the landscape around us and facilitate grounds maintenance. A
good move and much appreciated.

With the arrival of updated drawings the design changed to
place an elliptic garden along the edge and the curved bench
was rotated to mimic the curve of the garden.
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The Wall of Memories

Our plan for the Wall of Memories is to use the wall for plaques commemorating major events
in people’s lives which caused them to take a better path. We are creating our own history for
future generations to know more about us and our times. While lofty in vision, the wall also
serves as the major source of income to fund the HVAC replacement program, help paint the
exterior of the Chapel and refurbish the steeple. By placing plaques on the wall you will be
contributing to the history of the congregation while donating to needed repairs. The plan is
to leave open panels in the wall where the concrete wall is left exposed and not covered with
Carterock. Moody Graham is now completing the new design of the Wall of Memories by
documenting the main panels, confirming the size, material and mounting method for the
plaques, and presenting the design to the HALRB later this summer.

THE SCATTERING GARDEN
The original design had the garden at
ground level with a sizeable wall and
plaque in the back. The problem was
the garden was too small and none of it
could be seen from the main cemetery.

The design for the scattering garden has changed based
on an idea from Meredith. The design now calls for a
granite block wall where the top is at an angle. The surface may be an area for memorial plaques and also allows us to raise the ground level of the garden so it is
closer to the level of the main cemetery. A less massive
stone wall will still be in the background. In future
years if we need to enlarge the garden, we can terrace
up the hill to the main cemetery.
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THE COLUMBARIA
Our designers have reached out to three columbaria fabricators for general information and
estimates on dimensions, weights, foundation requirements, and costs. They are taking the
lead as the columbaria are a major design element with many competing solutions, a high cost,
and an order & shipping time beyond the time of construction. The General Contractor selected by the Chapel will be responsible for placing the order, receiving the columbaria, and supervising the installation where the columbaria firm will be a sub-contractor to the General Contractor. The HCP team is fully participating in all phases and will be making the final design
selection.
The columbaria drawings we have give detail that will most likely change once
we select a manufacturer and work with them on the final configuration. Important now is the footprint and weight data abstracted from vendors contacted
by Moody Graham. The Langan plan will accommodate the largest and heaviest solution. Columbaria pre-sales are currently on hold by Trustee and Council decision. Once we have sufficient detail and procedures worked out we will
ask for permission to proceed.
The curved columbaria adjacent to the original memorial garden
has been changed to two columbaria with a space between them.
This lightens the appearance of the structures while providing a
nice view from the memorial garden. The design calls for this unit
to be double sided with niches facing the original memorial garden and also facing the columbaria plaza. Here also you can see
the ramp leading gently from the steps in the corner into the original garden as we continue to focus on accessibility.
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Chris Hatcher, as Chair of the Board of Trustees, has received the balance of
the Dorothy Glenn Estate. Chris is working with Debbie French and Phil
Caughran to determine the best investment policy for the funds as they
prepare their recommendations for the Board of Trustees. The HCP provided a spreadsheet with the project elements cross-tabbed with the anticipated costs in quarters starting in 3rd Qtr 2019 and running through 4th Qtr
2022. The Dorothy Glenn Fund is being used by the Historic Cemetery
Project with the commitment to restore the funds once we can open the
cemetery and columbaria to new licenses and through normal cemetery operations.
Administration of the HCP is on track with the budget and all invoices
have either been paid or are in the process of being paid. The computer
system is coming along with the components for gravesites, graves, and
licensees running in test mode. To this we will add contact management to
gather details, stories, photos, and certificates from families that celebrate
the life of the deceased.
The accounting records remain separate from the Chapel and we are looking forward to combining the two in the coming months. There is no rush but it would be easier to manage with
the two singing from the same sheet of music.

As we work the project we are very much
aware of and grateful for your support. Many
have written us and asked about the cemetery.
Many have contributed to the operation of the
cemetery as we work outside the project to
maintain the trees and landscape, restore
stones and markers, reseed the lawn, and
strive to preserve the wonderful sanctity and
peace one finds there surrounded by loved
ones.

The project and the cemetery belong to us all and your support gives us the determination and
motivation to achieve the vision we all share.

Thank You
from all of us to all of us!!!!
Your Historic Cemetery Project Team
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Coming up…
We will publish the summer issue of this newsletter on or about the 15th of August, 2020. The issue
will contain an update on the Historic Cemetery
Project, hopefully with construction photos, an
updated Policies & Procedures Guide to the cemetery, and an update on the new Historic Cemetery
computer system.
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